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ABSTRACT 

Disc brakes rotor design is varied for rotors of the same intended use for many companies and some still use the 

same initial rotor designs that were introduced over a decade ago. In this project the investigation is done by 

modeling & analysis of different shapes of slots of different vehicle’s disc brake rotor with same outer diameter & 

inner mounting position of holes on wheel hub as like Bajaj Pulsar 220cc. The modelling is done in Creo 2.0 and 

analysis is done in Ansys 14.5. The stress level, deformation and temperature variation at specified load conditions 

is analyze and studied. The shape optimization technique is used to find the optimum design solutions. The outer 

diameter, inner diameter, mounting position of holes on wheel hub is considered as the constraints for design. The 

goal was to design a rotor with minimum stress level and that maintains similarstructural performance as rotors 

that are currently commercially available. The optimalsolution out of modified rotor designs is finding out by 

comparing its results with them and with the existing rotor. The optimise brake rotor is further investigated with the 

thermal and vibrational analysis. The optimize disc heat dissipation is find effective than the existing brake rotor. 

The vibration analysis is done by finding the mode shapes and its results are also compared. Vibration is important 

parameter in braking system. The squealing occurs if the natural frequency of component goes beyond the vehicle 

frequency. Hopefully this project will help everyone to understand experimental verification of disc brake rotor and 

how disc brake works more efficiently. The Cost reduction is also achieved with reduction in reduction in disc 

weight.  

 

Keywords- Shape optimization, heat dissipation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In design optimization problem there are objectives and constraints that must be met. With mechanical design, size, 

weight, strength, and cost are a few of the many constraints that may need to be taken into consideration when 
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designing for a set of objectives. Traditional methods of design rely on an engineer or a team of engineers’ 

creativity, experience, and intuition to come up with several initial designs. These initial designs are compared and 

analyzed using simplified models, from which the best solution is chosen. The best design is then improved upon 

iteratively. These iterations are in essence cycles of trial and error that can often require many cycles, each of which 

can be costly and time consuming. With finite element analysis and optimization, more complex problems can be 

solved more quickly, decreasing the amount of physical testing for a new design. An optimum design can be 

achieved based on predetermined criteria using computational methods. This helps address the cases wherenon-

optimal designs may continue to be use to cut the time, cost, and risk of trying to find a better design. Finite element 

optimization techniques areused to design disc brake rotor that is lighter and performs well than the existing rotor. 

The scope of this paper is to investigate rotor design using shape optimization for a single alloy disc brake rotor.[8] 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Disc brakes made of stainless steel shown the presence of small cracks only after a few thousand miles. These 

cracks were mainly located nearby the holes placed on flange to ventilate and refresh pads. In this paper it is 

concluded that the lifespan increase of a motorcycle brake disc depends strictly on the geometry (position of holes, 

shape of spokes, etc.), the material properties at high temperatures and operating conditions. In particular, operating 

under stable loading conditions and disc geometry, the inadequate material can drastically reduce the disc lifespan. 

[1] 

The squeal noise in the disk brake is initiated by instability due to friction forces, contributing to self-excited 

vibrations.  Therefore, the elimination of brake squeal noise is very significant as the problem causes discomfort 

towards the vehicle occupants as well as walkers. The material properties of brake disc play an important role 

towards the vibration mode patterns. From the finite element analysis, the result shows that the ratio between 

Young’s modulus over density increases the natural frequencies of the disc with respect to the number of modes and 

disc stiffness. From the experimentation values obtained it is concluded that materials having lower value ofthe 

modulus of elasticity and higher value of density have lower values of natural frequency. [2] 

Finite Element method (FEM) analysis of disc brakes for identification of modal analysis. It is analyzed for natural 

frequency, rigid body mode shape by ANSYS 11.0. The solid model made by ProE 5.0 is taken to hypermesh 

software for meshing. Ansys is used for vibration analysis in which the natural frequency of the component is found 

out. The vibration analysis is done to find out the maximum displacement of the component about the different axis. 

The Ansys software work is validated with the results found from the experimental setup by using FFT Analyzer. [3] 

A Brake is a device by means of which artificial frictional resistance is applied to moving machine so it is being 

selected for investigating the effect of strength variations on the predicted stress distributions. Aluminium Metal 

Matrix Composite materials are selected and analysed. The results are compared with existing disc rotor. The model 

of Disc brake is developed by using Solid modelling software Pro/E (Creo-Parametric 1.0).Further Static Analysis is 

done by using ANSYS Workbench. Structural Analysis is done to determine the Deflection, Normal Stress, Von 

Mises stress. [4] 
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The study about on disc brake rotor by modeling & analysis of different shapes of slots of different vehicle’s disc 

brake rotor with same outer diameter & inner mounting position of holes on wheel hub as like Bajaj Pulsar 

150.Analysis done on real model of disc brake rotor of Bajaj pulsar 150 and disc brake Rotor of different shapes of 

slots of different vehicle’s in one Disc brake rotor. Therefore, it gives optimise stress, deformation & weight of the 

modified disc brake rotor & also good heat dissipation. [5] 

The Forces and torque analysis on the rotor disc was studied which, are divided by tangential force, brake torque, 

and the motorcycle's stopping distance. The result of force value on rotor disc by tangential force and the 

motorcycle's stop distance are similar. When dimension of disc brake was changed, the value of brake torque was 

different by rotor disc dimension. The dynamic load on the front wheel is maximum than that of rear wheel because 

of addition of the load transfer effect [6]  

Aluminum matrix composites (AMCs) refer to the class of light weight high performance aluminum centric material 

systems. The reinforcement in AMCs could be in the form of continuous or discontinuous fibers, whisker or 

particulates, in volume fractions ranging from a few percent to 70%. In the last few years, AMCs have been utilized 

in high-tech structural and functional applications including aerospace, defense, automotive, and thermal 

management areas, as well as in sports and recreation 

While much lighter than cast iron they are not as resistant to high temperatures and are sometimes only used on rear 

axles of automobiles because the energy dissipation requirements are not high as compared to front axle. While the 

friction and wear of al mmc were high speeds and loads the behavior could be greatly improved beyond that of iron 

discs, given the correct match of pad and disc material. Comparing the different results obtained from the analysis, it 

is concluded that Cast Iron is the best possible combination for the present application. [7] 

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

In the present work the aim is to find optimize disc rotor solution which should be efficient than the existing model 

brake disc rotor of bajaj 220 cc. The structural shape optimization technique will be used to optimize the disc brake 

rotor and then validate it in thermal and vibrational analysis. The outer diameter & inner mounting position of holes 

on wheel hub is considered as the constraints for design. The optimise disc FEM results will be compared with the 

existing on the basis of stress, deformation and weight. The effect of increasing the surface area on the heat 

dissipation will be analyzed. 

 

IV. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

 

The CAD model is prepared in Creo 2.0. The CAE Analysis is done in Ansys 14.5. The static structural analysis is 

done to determine the stress and deformation for all the optimized models prepared. The best optimized is found out 

in Comparision with the existing model and other samples. The thermal analysis is done to check the thermal 
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behaviour with change in the surface area. The modal analysis is done and found out the mode shape for the existing 

model and the best optimized model. The experimental analysis is done with the prepared set for both the thermal 

analysis and for the thermal analysis. The Comparision of three approaches tovalidate the results. 

V. Input Parameter for Disc brake standard of Bajaj Pulser 220 cc 

 

Rotor disc dimension = 260 mm. (260×10
-3

 m) 

Rotor disc material = SUS M 410 

Pad brake area = 1692 mm
2
 (1692×10

-6
 m

2
) 

Pad brake material = Asbestos 

Permissible temperature = 250 ºC 

Maximum pressure = 1 MPa  

Vehicle speed = 100 Km/hr.  [3] 

Mass of Vehicle 150 Kg 

 

VI. Calculation 

a) Tangential force between pad and rotor on inner face (Ft1) 

Ft1 = μ1.Fn1 

μ1 = 0.4 

 

 

 

Ft1 = 846 N. 

b) Tangential force between pad and rotor on outer face (Ft2). 

In this case Ft2 equal to Ft1 because same normal force and same material 

c) Brake Torque (Tb) 

With the assumption of equal coefficients of friction and normal forces Fr on the inner and outer faces: 

Tb = Ft. R 

Where  

Tb = Brake torque 

μ = Coefficient of friction 

 

      = 846 + 846  

       = 1692 N 
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d) Stopping distance 

 

 

 

As per the Indian traffic regulations 

The stopping distances after application of brake for two wheelers is given as 

 

 

 

The stopping distance (x) calculated is less than the regulated stopping distance (S). 

TABLE 1. CAD MODEL 

MODEL 1 

 

MODEL 2 

 

MODEL 3 
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MODEL 4 

 

VII.CAE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

VON MISES STRESSES 

MODEL 1 

 

MODEL 2 

 

MODEL 3 
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MODEL 4 

 

TOTAL DEFORMATION 

MODEL 1 

 

MODEL 2 
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MODEL 3 

 

MODEL 4 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

Sr. 

No. 

Stress 

(N/mm
2
) 

Deformation 

(mm) 

Surface 

area 

(mm
2
) 

Weight 

(kg) 

1 23.983 0.02024 76097.8 1.044 

2 19.662 0.02205 73097.4 1.002 

3 19.211 0.01738 78577.4 1.018 

4 17.674 0.04804 78050.1 1.056 

TABLE 1. STRESS, DEFORMATION, SURFACE AREA, WEIGHT RESULTS 

 

From the structural analysis results it is found that the modified shape 3 has the optimum values of stress and 

deformation. The weight is reduced as compared to the existing disc. We get the maximum surface area   as 

compared to the other modified shape and the existing disc. 
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VIII. THERMAL ANALYSIS 

TABLE 2.Thermal Properties 

PROPERTY DISC PAD AIR  

ρ (kg/m3) 7870 2000 1.17 

Cp(J/(kg·K)) 460 935 1100 

k (W/(m·K)) 24.9 8.7 0.026 

Ε 0.28 0.8 -  

μ (Pa·s) - - 1.8·10-5  

[9] 

Calculations for heat dissipation 

Kinetic energy of the vehicle (KE). 

 

Kinetic energy = Heat Generated 

Heat Generated (Q) = m .Cр. ΔT, Joule 

The temperature difference is calculated ΔT. 

Heat Dissipation is calculated by 

 

h = Convective film coefficient 

 

 

TABLE 3. SURFACE AREA AND HEAT DISSIPATION 

Sr. No. Surface 

area (m2) 

Heat Dissipation Qd 

1* 0.0760978 1114.645 

2 0.0730974 1070.690 

3 0.0785774 1150.960 

4 0.0780501 1143.240 

 

Time required stopping the vehicle after braking 

Initial velocity, u = 27.77 m/s 

Final Velocity, v = 0 m/s  

The stopping distance calculated from equation A, 

s = 34.183 m, from the equation of motion we get the time required to stop the vehicle is 2.46 s. 
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Using above value for heat flux for CAE thermal analysis in 

Ansys14.5 

Manufacturing of optimize disc  

The best optimized disc brake rotor 3 get on the basis of structural analysis is then manufactured and tested further 

in the experimental set up for thermal and vibrational analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AE THERMAL ANALYSIS 

TEMPERATURE 

MODEL 1 

 

MODEL 2 
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MODEL 3 

 

MODEL 4 

 

 

Experimentation for Thermal Analysis 

Methodology 

The Experimental thermal analysis will be done on disc brake rotor rotating at constant rpm due the motor 

arrangement. Brake is applied periodically to reduce or to stop the disc. While applying the break the friction is 

takes place between the disc and friction pad. These friction forces resist to the motion of disc, due to the friction 

between the disc and friction pad heat is generated in the disc and it distribute over the disc. Heat generated in the 

disc is dissipated by the conduction as well asconvection mode of heat transfer.Temperature measuring set up mount 

the disc on the frame and gives it rotation by the motor with 1440 rpm with constant speed. Experiment test takes on 
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both disc brake rotors i.e. original & optimized disc brake for an hour applying brake periodically & temperature 

measurements is taken after 1 hour and notice that temperature of both disc brake rotor Region wise diameters. 

During experiment maximum temperature of original & optimized disc brake rotor could not go beyond 153 ºC & 

139 ºC respectively, because frictional heat escapes in the air ambient by convection and radiation. Thus temperature 

of disc measured by infrared sensor, which is non-contact type of sensor, projecting laser beam on region-wise 

diameter of disc brake rotor of original & optimized disc brake rotor which are decided by according CAD & steady 

state temperature distribution. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR THERMAL ANALYSIS 

The experimental Setup consists of different parts Motor-Three Phase, 2 HP, 1440 Rpm. Shaft &Non-Contact 

Temperature Measurement Sensor, Base Frame, Original Disc Brake Rotor and Optimum Disc Brake Rotor 

 

 

 

 

 

Results and discussion for thermal analysis 

Table 4. For Original disc 

Region-wise 

diameter (mm) 

Software 

Result 

(Average 

Temp. in 

ºC) 

Experimental 

Result 

(Average 

Temp. in ºC) Region Diameter 

I 260-240 146.29 133.45 

II 240-220 120.48 108.62 

III 220-200 81.77 74.38 

IV 200-180 55.96 50.22 

V 180-160 30.15 27.52 

 

Table 5. For Optimized disc 

Region-wise 

diameter (mm) 

Software 

Result 

(Average 

Temp. in 

ºC) 

Experiment

al Result 

(Average 

Temp. in 

ºC) 

Region Diameter 

I 260-240 129.62 115.42 
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II 240-220 108.97 92.28 

III 220-200 88.317 78.06 

IV 200-190 57.342 52.42 

V 190-180 36.692 34.06 

 

The heat dissipation is calculated on the basis of surface area and film coefficient at velocity of 27.77 m/s. The 

maximum heat dissipation is observed in the optimize disc 3. 

 

IX VIBRATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS 

 

The vibrational analysis is done to find the natural frequency of the optimized disc as well as existing disc and to 

find out which effect of changing the weight and geometry on the natural frequency of the disc brake rotor. There 

are six mode shapes we taken to study in modal analysis and check its behaviour. The experiment analysis is done 

and results of it are compared with the CAE modal analysis results. The experimental results are given in terms of 

bode plot and  

MODE SHAPE OF EXISTING DISC 

Mode 

shape 

FREQU 

ENCY 
MODE SHAPE 

1 612.81 

 

2 630.77 

 

3 644.77 
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4 722.17 

 

5 740.53 

 

6 887.36 

 

MODE SHAPE OF OPTIMIZE DISC 

MODE  

SHAPE 

FREQU

ENCY 
MODE SHAPE 

1 625.55 

 

2 642.5 
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3 642.59 

 

4 730.94 

 

5 731.07 

 

6 913.58 

 

2. Experimental vibrational analysis set up 
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Steps for the modal analysis 

The disc of a brake assembly was tested through the EMA with free – free boundary conditions. The observational 

approach to investigate the way patterns and natural frequencies of the structure through impact hammer test 

consists of the next steps. 

1. Generation of model. 

2. Model test setting 

3. Divide the structure inadequate number of points with the appropriate special    distribution. 

4. Shake up the structure with impact hammer. 

5. Taking the measurements 

6. Analysis of measured output data. 

7. Establishment with the FEM data. 

Experimental set up specification 

The test equipment used for the experimentation is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with sixteen channels along 

with data acquisition system made of Scadas Front End. The structure was excited using impact hammer (Dytran 

Make 5800B3) at all predefined locations as indicated in fig. 1 and the response was collected using tri-axial 

accelerometer (PCB T356A02 & 356B21) at an identified driving point transfer function (DPTF) location. The type 

of EMA is known as the Frequency Response Function (FRF) method which evaluates the input excitation and 

output response simultaneously. The essence of all frequency response functions (FRF’s) was resolved to extract 

natural frequencies and mode shapes. The software use for the FFT analysis is Deweosft X2 FFT Analyzer. The 

hammer use for the excitation having the Fibre point. 

Experimental results for the existing disc 
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H1_2,1(f)
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Experimental results for the optimize  disc 
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Fig. shows resonant frequency at mode shape 1 and 6 for existing rotor and optimize rotor which is chosen based on 

phase separation at that frequency. The peaks of amplitude correspond to the natural frequency of the rotor that were 

excited, or participated in vibration of rotor due to impact 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE VIBRATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS 

 

From the modal analysis of the optimize disc and 

existing disc it is found that the optimize disc 3 has the high natural frequency. 

 

X. CONCLUSION 

 

1. The shape optimization is done by changing the geometry of the disc and from the structural analysis results 

modified model of brake disc rotor III is found as the optimize disc in which reduced stress level, total deformation 

and weight is achieved. 
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2. From the analytical heat dissipation calculation and the software thermal analysis it is found that the disc having 

maximum surface area will dissipate more heat and low final temperature after braking. 

3. The CAE modal analysis is done and finding out the natural frequency of the optimized and existing disc at 

different mode shape. It is found that the optimized disc has the higher natural frequency. It is concluded that the 

component having less weight and same material properties in comparison has the higher natural frequency.  

4. It is studied that how the shape optimization is done and boundary conditions and input parameters taken for CAE 

analysis. The methodology and approach for the CAE and  

Experimental analysis of thermal and vibrational analysis is studied. 

 

XI. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The optimized disc will be tested by using different composite materials for example Aluminum Alloy and Carbon 

Reinforced Polymer. There CAE analysis and experimentation with the same approach use in this project. The shape 

optimization will be done by modifying the geometry and pattern 
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